SKYWAY CONFERENCE
2012 STEM POSTER COMPETITION
JUDGES RATING SHEET
Round: 1 ___ 2 ____ 3 ____

Judges Name: _____________________________

Poster category and title: _______________________________________________________
Students involved: _____________________________________________________________
Please rate the following aspects of the research presentation on a scale of 1 to 5 points,
with 1 being the lowest score possible and 5 being the highest score possible.

Question
Problem: To what degree is the problem original, important, and wellexpressed?
Hypothesis: To what degree is this a testable prediction that relates to the
problem?
Experimental Design: How well could the experimental design validate
the hypothesis and is clearly explained?
Variables and Controls: How well are the variables identified and
controlled?
Data Collection: To what degree are the quality and quantity of data
appropriate?
Data Presentation and Analysis: How clearly is the data presented on the
poster? How appropriate was the analysis of the data, including possible
sources of error?
Conclusion: How appropriate is the conclusion based on the data?
Applications: How significant are the outcomes of this research?
References: How relevant were the outside references listed on the
presentation? How knowledgeable was the student regarding these
references? Was the format of the references appropriate?
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DAY OF COMPETITION SCORING
Question
Visual Display: How well organized is the presentation? Are the spelling
and grammar correct? Is it visually appealing and easy to comprehend?
Professionalism: How professionally did the student conduct
himself/herself during the interview?
Knowledge of Experiment: How well did the student express his or her
understanding of the details of the experiment itself?
Knowledge of Research Topic: How well did the student express his or
her understanding of the subject matter addressed by the research?
Knowledge of the Scientific Method: How well did the student express
his or her understanding of the scientific method?
Ability to Communicate: How clearly was the student able to answer
questions?

Poster entries submitted by deadline receive additional 10 points
MVCC 2012

What are 1-2 areas that the students excelled in with relation to this research and presentation?

What are 1-2 areas that the students could work on for future competitions?

Additional comments

Judge Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________

For office use only:
Date received electronic poster: _______
Score verified by: _____ ______
Scoring:

Received award: _______
Which award: ________

Research score
Presentation score
Poster submitted by deadline

___ / 45
___/ 30
___/ 10

TOTAL ___ / 85
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